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Sequential HNCACB and CBCANH Protein NMR Pulse Sequences
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The pulse sequences HNCACB and CBCANH correlating side
chain Cβ resonances with amide resonances in the protein back-
bone do not distinguish between inter- and intraresidue correla-
tions. The new pulse sequences sequential HNCACB and sequential
CBCANH make this distinction by suppressing coherence transfer
between 13Cα and 15N via the one-bond J(NCα) coupling so that
only the sequential correlations are observed in the spectrum. The
experimental results of applying sequential HNCACB in a clean-
TROSY-adapted implementation to the protein Chymotrypsin
Inhibitor 2 at 800 MHz are presented. C© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: TROSY; sequential HNCACB; sequential CBCANH;
sequential assignment.
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The pulse sequences CBCANH (1) and HNCACB (2)
standard tools in protein NMR for linking the assignment of
backbone resonances to the side chains and also for reso
overlap in the Cα spectral region typical for proteins with exte
siveα helical structure. Which of the two experiments to cho
depends on the transverse relaxation time of13Cα (3). For large
perdeuterated proteins, only the HNCACB experiment is r
vant and shall be used for comparison for the newsequential
techniques in this paper.

Both HNCACB and CBCANH involve magnetization tran
fer between13Cα and 15N via J(NCα) coupling constants in
the protein backbone. However, since the one-bond and
bond J(NCα) are of similar magnitude there is no discriminati
between the associated two magnetization transfer pathw
Therefore, the resulting spectra show amide groups being
related with13Cβ resonances of both their own (intra-) and t
preceding (inter-) amino acid residues.

If the backbone resonances have been assigned in advan
assignment of HNCACB or CBCANH spectra can still be do
unambiguously if there is no severe overlap of peaks. Ano
experiment, CBCA(CO)NH (4) or HN(CO)CACB, solves th
kind of problem by choosing a different magnetization trans
pathway. Rather than transferring directly between the13Cα and
15N spins there is a relay step via13CO where all but the one
bond J coupling constants are insignificant. The result is
only the sequential correlations are observed or in other w
that the number of peaks in the spectra is reduced to half.
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an added benefit that the relayed transfer via13CO often is more
efficient than the direct transfer between13Cα and15N nuclei.

However, given that the spectral simplification offered
CBCA(CO)NH or HN(CO)CACB is attractive, the modern tren
of performing NMR experiments at higher and higher fields ru
into the problem of efficient transverse relaxation of carbo
carbons by the chemical shift anisotropy mechanism at the
fields. Hence at some point the sensitivity advantage of the13CO
relay transfer is lost and the direct transfer between13Cα and15N
becomes the most sensitive approach (5).

That then poses the problem of how to achieve the sp
tral simplification of CBCA(CO)NH or HN(CO)CACB for di-
rect13Cα–15N magnetization transfers. The solution is the sa
trick as was used to realizesequentialHNCA (6) that for large
molecules at high fields is more sensitive than the conventi
approach of HN(CO)CA for obtaining sequential13Cα and15N
correlations.

The trick consists of letting the15N(i) magnetization in, e.g.
the HNCACB pulse sequence become antiphase with res
to 1J(NC′) prior to the transfer to13Cα. This J(NC’) antiphase
character is carried over to the13Cα magnetization immediately
after the transfer from15N. For the interresidue correlation (i−1)
via 2J(NCα) the antiphase character of the13Cα magnetization
is with respect to1J(CαC′), whereas for the intraresidue co
relation (i) via 1J(NCα) it is with respect to2J(CαC′). Next, a
J evolution period on the order of 1/2(1J(CαC′))−1 for the Cα

magnetization will refocus the13CO antiphase character on
for the interresidue correlation (i − 1) while the magnetization
associated with the intraresidue connectivity (i) will not refocus
but in fact acquire further antiphase character with respec
the13CO one bond away (i). The intraresidue doubly antiph
magnetization will not refocus later in the pulse sequence
hence will not lead to observable magnetization.

The sequentialHNCACB pulse sequence is outlined
Fig. 1a and contains several well-known pulse sequence b
ing blocks. After an initial INEPT transfer from1H to 15N the
15N magnetization acquires a doubly antiphase character
respect to couplings to the neighboring13CO spin and one of the
13Cα spins. Then follows a transfer by twoπ/2 pulses to13Cα

that for the sequential connectivity refocuses the13CO antiphase
8
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FIG. 1. (a)SequentialHNCACB and (b)sequentialCBCANH pulse sequences employingcleanTROSY (7). Filled and open bars representπ/2 andπ pulses,
respectively. Water-selectiveπ/2 pulses serving to avoid saturation of the water resonance are indicated as open bell shapes. States-TPPI is employedt1 and
echo-antiecho int2 − t3. For Varian instruments, phasesϕI = y, ϕS = y−1ϕS and gradient ratios (G1 : G2 : G3) = (−7 : 3 : 1.987) select the echo, wherea
the settingϕI = −y, ϕS = −y −1ϕS and (G1 : G2 : G3) = (−8 : 2 : 3.013) selects the antiecho. On Bruker instruments theϕI andϕS phases must be inverted
In order to include the native15N magnetization in sequence (a),χ is −y andy on Varian and Bruker instruments, respectively. The prefix “±” to pulse pha
indicates independentπ phase shift two-step cycles with alternating receiver phase.τI andτS should be adjusted according tocleanTROSY (7) whileτ ′ typically
is slightly shorter than 1/2(1J(NH))−1 to compensate decay by transverse relaxation.τ in (b) is set to 1/2(1J(CβH))−1 or slightly shorter for the INEPT transfer.δ
is a gradient delay.T is adjusted for optimum transfer between15N and13Cα via the2J(NCα) coupling constant, withT ′ = T− the duration of the selective water
pulse.τCO is 1/2(1J(C′Cα))−1 to refocus/generate CO antiphase magnetization, andTC is set slightly shorter than 1/2(1J(CαCβ ))−1 for magnetization transfer

13 α 13 β
between C and C . In sequence (a) selective decoupling of CO is applied during thet2 constant time evolution period, while it is applied during the period
β m .dk/nmr/.
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character and acquires antiphase character with respect
neighboring13Cβ . A secondπ (13CO) at the end of the dela
compensates the Bloch–Siegert shift introduced by the pre
ing π (13CO) pulse. Next, aπ/2 pulse transfers magnetizatio
from 13Cα to 13Cβ that evolve during an evolution periodt1. In
the second half of the pulse sequence the same magnetiz
transfer steps are repeated in opposite order but with coup
to 13CO suppressed throughout. At the end of the seque
magnetization is transferred from15N to its attached proton by
cleanTROSY element (7) improving sensitivity and resolution
in spectra of large proteins at high fields (8). The centralπ (1H)
pulse in thet1 period serves to suppress1J(CH), but because i
also interchanges TROSY and anti-TROSY resonances, a
ondπ (1H) pulse is necessary at the end of this evolution per

Clearly, this pair ofπ (1H) pulses should be omitted in expe
ployed during acquisition. Pulse programs are available via http://www.crc
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iments on perdeuterated protein samples. For such sample
advantageous to apply deuterium multipulse decoupling du
aliphatic13C evolution.13C multipulse decoupling in the puls
sequence is centered in the13CO spectral region but the firs
element applies WURST-2 (9) to minimize the effect on13Cα

while more broadband GARP decoupling (10) is applied during
1HN acquisition because decoupling of13Cα is desirable there.

Figure 2 shows two-dimensional spectra (t2 = 0): at the left
a conventional HNCACB spectrum (recorded with the pu
sequence in Fig. 1 without theπ (13CO) pulses and with appro
priate adjustment of pulse phases), in the middle thesequen-
tial HNCACB spectrum, and at the right a linear combinat
of the two exhibiting only the intraresidue correlations. T
protein investigated was Chymotrypsin Inhibitor 2 (11, 12). To
r-appreciate the high degree of discrimination between inter- and
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FIG. 2. Comparison of excerpts from the firstt2 interferogram (echo) of the Cβ region of HNCACB (left),sequentialHNCACB (middle), and edited
intraresidue HNCACB (right) spectra of15N,13C-labeled CI2 21-83 (90% H2O/10%D2O, 25◦C, pH 4.2, 18 mg in 600µl) recorded on a Varian Unity
Inova 800 MHz spectrometer. ForsequentialHNCACB the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1a was employed. The same sequence was used for HNCAC
the shaped COπ pulses were omitted, and the phase of the second15N π/2 pulse as well as the phase of the first13Cα/βπ/2 pulse was±y, Parameters: relaxatio
delay 1.5 s,τ ′ = τI = τS = 5.43 ms;T= 22.00 ms;T ′ = 21.00 ms;Tc = 14.27 ms;τCO = 9.09 ms;δ = 1.10 ms;t1(max)= 9.46 ms; 128 scans. Sinc-shap
(13) selectiveπ/2 water pulses (1000.0µs) and iBurp-shaped (14) selective carbonπ pulses (931.0µs) were used. Rectangularπ/2 andπ Cα/β pulses (offset:
36.0 ppm) were calibrated to have a zero excitation profile in the CO region. Adiabatic decoupling of CO during15N constant time evolution covering 20 pp
was applied using WURST-2 decoupling (9); GARP decoupling (10) was used during data acquisition. The gradients in the self-compensating pairs had
amplitudes of 1.0 in the initial INEPT transfer, 0.5 in theT andTC periods, 1.0 in the firstS3CT element of TROSY transfer, and 6.0 in the finalS3CT/Watergate
element. Data matrices of 200× 2048 points covering 10460× 12000 Hz were zero-filled to 1024× 2048 prior to Fourier transformation and the window functi
was cosine in both dimensions. The intraresidue HNCACB spectrum, showing only HNCACB correlation within the same amino acid, was obtained
combination of HNCACB andsequentialHNCACB spectra in a ratio of 0.75 :−1. F1 sections along the center of the boxes in the spectra are shown in Fig

FIG. 3. 1D sections along the center of the boxes as indicated in Fig. 2. (a), (a′), (a′′), and (a′′′) HNCACB where both sequential (H(i)–Cβ

(i−1)) and intraresidue
β ′ ′′ ′′′ β ′ ′′ ′′′
(H(i)–C(i) ) correlations are present. (b), (b), (b ), and (b ) sequentialHNCACB showing only the sequential (H(i)–C(i−1)) correlations. (c), (c), (c ), and (c ) Linear

combination of HNCACB TROSY andsequentialHNCACB in the ratio of 0.75 :−1 yielding the spectrum containing only intraresidue (H(i)–Cβ

(i) ) correlations.
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FIG. 3—

intraresidue correlations, sections through the regions fra
in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. Recording both the conventio
and thesequentialHNCACB spectra in order to obtain edite
intra- and interresidue correlations requires more instrum
time, and one may not always want to do that. Should it be d
able, one would record more scans for thesequentialHNCACB
than for the conventional HNCACB in order to compensate
the sequential correlations being weaker.

In conclusion, we have introduced new pulse sequen
sequentialHNCACB and sequentialCBCANH, for corre-
lation of 15N(i) with interresidue13Cβ(i−1) in side chains
of large molecules at high fields. Compared to the conv
tional techniques the resulting spectra contain only half
peaks.
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